
LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Students will take their ideas about social problems  
and develop graphic arts pieces in response.

how can  
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TEACHER PREP

This graphic design session should provide  

clear, structured options, but should also allow 

students to pursue their own ideas independently 

as appropriate. The only real non-negotiable is 

that you will ask students to design something 

connected to a social issue they care about.

Materials 
Colored pencils, markers, pencils, computer paper,  
scissors, glue, magazines, drawing aids like rulers and protractors, 
PowerPoint, and computer with projector

OPENING ACTIVITY

1   Welcome participants and quickly introduce yourselves. 
Introduce the driving question: 

How can graphic design be used to make people 
think and care about an important issue? 

Then explain that students will study a few sample works of 
art before they create their own and mention that students can 
choose to have their work posted online (if that is an option for 
your organization).

2 Ask a few students to share the social justice issues they 
are interested in. Then ask students to quickly brainstorm 

images, symbols, and words they associate with one or two of 
the issues. Explain that these ideas will help them create their 
art work, and that they will first look at the ideas of others to get 
some inspiration.

3 Pass out the Examples handout (gd-a) to show models 
of graphic design that connect to social justice. Select a 

particular work, or have students select one, and work out loud 
with them to analyze the design. Have students focus in on how 
complex ideas can be communicated and expressed through 
symbols, images, and basic text. 

The discussion of design can be open-ended using the  
following prompts:

What message is the artist communicating?

How do you know? How does this artist  
communicate this?

What do you think the artist wants you to think  
and/or do in response to this work?

How do words and images interact in this piece?

Another option is to focus students’ attention in on the  
different elements of design employed by designers to convey 
their messages. You can start with this question: 

How does the artist use the different elements  
of design to communicate?

To aid students in their analysis, pass out the Elements of 
Design handout (gd-b). 

4 Now pass out the Brainstorm worksheet (gd-c). Direct  
students to list ideas about the issue they identified, 

including symbols, basic images, and words or phrases. They 
can also think about adding other design elements like color. 
Allow students to work on their own or in pairs. 

If helpful, share the following basic process outline:

a. Define your issue.
b. Define and clarify your message. What do you want to say in 
particular about the issue?
c. Develop a slogan that will stop people in their tracks.  
A slogan can be thought of as an advertising tagline for  
your issue that communicates the gist of your message in a 
powerful way. Some examples are below:

– Equal pay for equal work.

– Women’s rights are human rights.

– Never again. 

– There is no Planet B.

WORKSHOP SequEncE
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d. Decide if your slogan needs an image or symbol to  
accompany it. Often text alone will suffice if it is arranged 
dramatically. See the example (I AM A MAN) at right.

e. If needed, identify or develop a symbol/image to  
complement the text.

f. Explore possible lines, colors, fonts, and  
other design elements.

g. Design a poster, book or album cover, stamp, or T-shirt 
that uses images and words to convey your message.

The simplest way to engage students in this design process 
is to provide lots of blank paper, a variety of drawing materials 
including pencils, colored pencils, and markers. Rulers and 
different drawing tools like protractors can be helpful as well. 
You might also provide magazines, scissors, and glue sticks if 
you want students to engage in collage. 

6 If you have visiting artists or art students, have them move 
through groups providing feedback and encouragement. 

This workshop could also be led by your school’s art educator.

7 Give students a 10-minute warning before the end of  
the session, so that they can finish their idea and gather 

materials. Have students help with cleanup.

8 If possible (and pending you have the necessary permis-
sions), document students’ work by taking pictures of 

them with their artwork (with their consent of course). You can 
share these photos with the Little Stones team on Facebook and 
Twitter (@littlestonesdoc) for a chance to be featured in the film’s 
Artist Spotlight Blog: littlestones.org/blog

Workshop SequEncE  (continued)
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1968 Civil rights poster by Glenn Ligon



Examples

HANDOUT GD-A
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left to right, top row:

1963 Booklet cover  
from the March on 
Washington for Jobs  
and Freedom  
by Louis Lo Monaco 

2017 Poster for  
The Women’s March  
by Shepard Fairey

middle rows:

1942 World War II 
work-incentive poster 
by U.S. Government 
Printing Office

2006 Poster for  
environmental action 
by Hilppa Hyrkäs

2009 Anti-war poster  
by Luba Lukova

1968 Civil rights poster
by Glenn Ligon

bottom row:

2011 Poster for  
Occupy Wall Street
by John Emerson

1969 Poster for the 
Black Panther Party
by Emory Douglas

2008 Presidential  
campaign poster
by Shepard Fairey



Elements of Design

HANDOUT GD-B
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Design element Examples

Line – used to underline words, separate sections, 
call attention to something, connect things, develop 
visual patterns, etc.

Color – used to call attention, create contrast
between ideas or images, call upon emotions,  
or connect design to a recognizable brand or color 
scheme (for example, the American flag)

Texture – used to develop patterns, suggest texture 
on the surface of an object; add visual interest

Shape – use of geometric, abstract or natural shapes 
to call attention or create interesting images

Size – used to emphasize or de-emphasize, suggest 
importance, gain attention, create contrast

Symbol – graphic representations of human  
thought, using basic images to convey messages  
(without spoken or written words) across language 
and educational barriers

Space / composition – the arrangement of design 
elements, including the space between and around 
them; used to isolate, group, or emphasize elements

Juxtaposition – the act of placing things side-by-side, 
particularly two contrasting or unexpected elements; 
used to emphasize similarities or differences

Font – the shape and style of the text; used to  
communicate an attitude, mood or urgency

red, white, blue

home, sunrise, polar bear

underlined word

"I AM A MAN" = large

MEMPHIS = small

centering the melting polar bear symbol and surrounding it 
with space creates a sense of isolation and helplessness

woman + bomb + work = emphasizing similarities
pencil + bomb = emphasizing differences
US flag + hijab = emphasizing similarities



This table may be useful to help you make connections between words, images, symbols,  
sayings and the issues that you care about most. 

Brainstorm Worksheet

HANDOUT GD-C1
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Issue Words Images/symbols Expressions

Police violence and abuse

Voting rights

Death penalty life, justice, solution, 
cruel & unusual, abolish,  
stop, dead , liberty

noose, electric chair, 
peace sign, balance of 
justice, stop sign

"Two wrongs don’t 
make a right."

Climate change

School funding or quality

Substance abuse and addiction

Gender equality



HANDOUT GD–C2

Brainstorm Worksheet  (continued)
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Issue Words Images/symbols Expressions

Domestic violence

Bullying

Animal rights

LGBTQ rights


